STAY IN TOUCH WITH CLIENTS

As social being,we were,are and will be maintaining the relationships with
our families,friends,schoolmates,colleagues etc.In fact,It’s just what we
all instinctively do in daily life without any hesitation.
When it comes to business world, it’s also a simple rule of trade and
marketing success to stay in touch with clients and prospects,even the
potentials you may not know certainly.You should keep contacts with
clients and prospects on a regular basis to impress them,or they are
going to forget who you are, what you do and what makes your products
and services so special.
There are so many useful tips given by predecessor who have been
successful in business world by maintaining the relationships .What’s I
want to mention is two ways some of account manager may ignore.
1. E-mails:
Regular emails just like a small but steady stream which will impress the
clients deeply eventully. Email Direct Marketing is the most usual way to
catch the potential customer,but also the useful way to maintain the
network.
On the occasion of festivals and holidays, show your sincere greetings to
your business relations too.It’s great to keep the contact chain open by
informing clients about your work,promotion activities,or even recent
testimonials through a regular e-mailer.It depends on practice to ﬁnd the
cycle law on a weekly or monthly basis.
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2. Social network:
Keeping contact with your clients in social media networks is another way
to maintain the relationships with customers.
To international markets, Linkedin is a prior choice for us while Alibaba is
in local markets because of their commercial atmosphere.Besides, there
also are something we should pay attention to such as twitter, mircoblog,
etc.
When promoting yourself among them,it is signiﬁcant to enrich your
personal information and try to involve yourself into many discussions
and activities. Besides, you can expand your network and get more new
contacts through the old. However, it’s a long-term task.
About CCJK:
Founded in the year of 2000, CCJK technologies is an ISO9001:2008
certiﬁcated Translation and IT company which powered by 2500+
freelance linguists and 40+ in-house technicians and 35+ IT
professionals. What’s more,CCJK are proﬁcient with more than 108
language pairs, with over 100 million words annually translation and
500+ IT solutions annually capacity.
Constantly joined by well-educated and highly disciplined linguistic
professionals and IT talents from around the world,CCJK has formed an
elite localization and engineering group that is dedicated, knowledgeable
and deeply rooted in the sense of responsibility.By trusting our one stop
solution, you need only focus on your core business, win the market
share and maximize your proﬁt in simplest and soonest way. For more
info, please feel free to let me know. Looking forward to your contact at
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melody.li@ccjk.com.
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